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● RTP: 95,62 %
● HIT RATE: 36,73 %
● VOLATILITY: 8/10

Fish & Hooks!

Sail the ocean with your boat in search of a good place to fish. Find coins 
from an ancient and forgotten treasure in the deepest waters... 

Become a lucky sailor and find submerged ruins!

● BET LINES: 25
● GEOMETRY: 3X5

● MAX WIN: x518,5x

● The captain symbol creates random WILDS on the reel

● Fin coins from the deep sea and combine it!

● Free Spins Bonus phase with locking WILD column

○ Progression to obtain additional spins and more 

column locking WILDS
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STANDARD SYMBOLS

High

Low



WILD SYMBOL

Column stacked WILD 
symbol appears in Free 

Spins phase



SPECIAL SYMBOLS



HOOK COINS



UI



REEL



GAME BACKGROUND



GAME BACKGROUND - FREE SPINS



Features



LOOK & FEEL - BROWSER



LOOK & FEEL - MOBILE



LOOK & FEEL - IPAD



STANDARD PHASE - CAPTAIN SYMBOL

1 2

3 4

When captain 
symbol appears...

...one or more 
lights goes to 

random symbols...

...and transform it 
in WILD symbols 

even himself.

Captain symbol 
can generate up 

to 15 WILD 
symbols each time



STANDARD PHASE - HOOK SYMBOL

1 2

3 4

If hook symbol 
appears the 

boat’s hook goes 
down to the deep 

sea...

...and find one 
coin to be place in 

the top bar

When the top bar 
is filled player 

obtain a prize if 
there are 3 or 

more equal coins

There are 4 types 
of coins with 

different values



STANDARD PHASE

x3
1. Getting 3 BONUS symbols in  a spin 

gives you access to the Free Spins 
phase

2. One column Stacked WILD appears at 
the fifth column



PROGRESS - PHASE 1

1

3

A progress bar 
appears in Free 

Spins phase 
above the reel

With 3 segments 
filled from the left,  
player obtains 3 
additional spins 
and one column 

stacked Wild

+3 Free Spins

2Gold Captain 
symbols fills one 

segment from the 
left side



PROGRESS - PHASE 2

1

3

After left side 
filled, is time to 
start from the 

right side

With 3 segments 
filled from the left,  
player obtains 3 
additional spins 
and one column 

stacked Wild

+3 Free Spins

2Gold Captain 
symbols fills one 

segment from the 
left side
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